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Lesson 7- Maps- One map per group (need 2 color maps per table so all can see) 

 
In what countries do most Tuareg people live?  

 

 
 
 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b5/Tuareg_Karte.jpg 
 

 
Most Tuareg live in ______________________________ 
 
________________________________________________.



In what countries do most Malinke (Manding) people 
live? 
 

 
 

http://kcm.co.kr/bethany/p_maps4/2212.gif 

 
 
 
Most Malinke live in _________________________________ 

 
___________________________________________________.



What does this map show about the  
land of Tuareg and Malinke?  

 

 
 
 
Circle the area on the map where many Tuareg live.  
 
Put an X on the map where many Malinke people live. 



 
Do most Tuareg live in a desert?  ____________  
 
There is very little ____________.   
 
Can people travel by boat? ________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do most Malinke live in a desert?  
 
There are many ______________________.  
 
Can people travel by boat? ________________ 
 
 
 

 



What does this map show about the resources that the 
Tuareg and Malinke have? 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Circle the area on the map where many Tuareg live.  
 
1. Tuareg land has a lot of __________________________. 
 
 
Put an X on the map where many Malinke people live. 
 
2. Malinke land has a lot of  _________________________.  



What does this map show about 
 the Tuareg and Malinke people long ago? 

 

 
 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/dd/West_Africa_Catalan_Atlas.jpg 
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Lesson 8,9,10 
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Salt and Gold Trade Causes- Text Questions:  For the Teacher 
 
Use the following text questions during lesson 8,9,and 10.   (If you are using 
a published text, you will need to generate questions to match the text.) 
 
Partners will also generate their own questions in lesson 9.  You will select a 
set of questions for students to answer in writing on Friday.  First they will do 
this in pairs, then in an independent learning log.    
 
In the Text- Right There (literal) 

1. What are two ways that the human body loses salt?  

2. What can people make with gold? 

3. Why is gold valuable? 

4. What natural resource is abundant in the Sahara Desert?   

What resource is scarce? 

5. What natural resource is abundant in West Africa (Sub Saharan)?   

What resource is scarce? 

6. Where in the earth do salt and gold come from?  

What is the source? 

7. Why did people trade salt for gold long ago? 

8. Who has carried the salt across the desert for many years? 

9. How do they travel?  

10. Why do the Tuareg use camels for transportation?  

11.  What is a caravan?  Why do the Tuareg travel in caravans? 
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In the Text- Think and Search (some simple inference) 

1. What can happen if humans do not have salt?  

2. Is salt a resource people need or want? 

3. Is gold a resource people need or want?  

4. If you go from Taghaza to Timbuktu, which direction do you travel? 

5. How are gold and salt similar? 

6. How are gold and salt mines similar? 

 

 

In my Head (more complex inference)  

1. Why is it difficult and dangerous to work in a mine? 

2. The desert is a difficult place to live.  Why do people live there?  

3. The desert is very hot in the day.  Why do people wear a lot of 

clothes? 

4. Why were there many different trade routes for salt and gold?  

5. Why did one trade route follow the Niger River?  

6. Today gold is more valuable than salt.  Why did salt and gold have 

equal value long ago? 

7. Different ethnic groups from different parts of Africa, with different 

cultures and languages met to trade.    What happened when they 

met?  
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What were the causes of the  
Salt and Gold Trade? 
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Why do people need salt?  
 
 

 
 

 

           Salt is an important resource. 

Everybody needs salt to function.   But 

your body cannot make salt, so you 

must eat it.   Too much salt is not 

healthy.  But your body needs some 

salt to survive.   
We lose salt when we sweat.  

We lose salt when we urinate.  
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Why do people want gold?  
 
  
 
  

           Gold is valuable and important 

in many cultures.  People can make 

jewelry and other things with gold.  

You can sell gold to make a lot of 

money, so it is valuable.     

     Long ago, some regions in Africa 

had abundant gold but no salt.  Other 

areas in Africa had abundant salt but 

no gold.  So people traded salt for 

gold.  
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Where is salt abundant? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Color the salt mines blue.  

        Salt is abundant in the Sahara 

Desert.  Look on the map.  You can 

see the areas with abundant salt.  

Salt and Gold Trade 
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                                     salt mine 

Salt comes from under the  

ground, so people have to take 

it from mines.   This is a salt mine. 

Working in a salt mine is very 

difficult and dangerous.  
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Where is gold abundant? 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Color the gold mines yellow.  

        Gold is abundant in West 

Africa, so people call West Africa 

the Gold Coast.  Look on the 

map.  You can see the areas with 

abundant gold.  

 

Salt and Gold Trade 
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  http://www.pbs.org 

              gold mine 
 

 

          Similar to salt, gold comes 

from the ground.  Like salt, people 

extract, or take, gold from mines.    

This is a gold mine.  Working in a 

gold mine is also very difficult and 

dangerous.  

 

http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/12-hour-workdays-for-child-miner-in-burkina-faso/ 
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Why did people trade salt and gold long ago? 
 
  

           Long ago in North Africa, 

there was a lot of salt but no gold.   

In West Africa, there was a lot of 

gold but no salt.   So the groups 

traded salt for gold.    People in 

West Africa needed salt, so they 

traded one ounce of gold for one 

ounce of salt.  Long ago, salt and 

gold had equal value! 

= 
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Who carried the salt? 

  
 
 
 
  

         The Tuareg people live in the Sahara Desert.  

They have lived in the desert for thousands of 

years. They have adaptations to survive there.  

They have traveled by camel for many years in the 

desert.  Camels do not need a lot of water, so 

Tuareg use camels for transportation, to carry salt 

to trade.   
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How did the Tuareg people travel?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Color the trade routes red.  

Salt and Gold Trade 

camel caravan 

       The Tuareg traveled across the 

desert on trade routes.   The desert is 

dangerous, so Tuareg traveled in 

groups called caravans.   The 

caravans had many people and 

camels.  Tuareg traveled in 

caravans for protection against 

robbers.  



Lesson 8- Use the present and past tense verb match as a before reading task, in order to draw student attention to verbs in the text.   In partners, 
students first read and translate present tense verb cards (cut from this document) into home language or acting out to ensure meaning.  Generate 
oral sentences as a class.  Then following a model, partners receive the past tense cards and match them to present tense form.   Draw attention to 
the ‘ed’ ending of many of the verbs and their pronunciation, as well as the fact that some verbs have a different word in the past. Generate oral 
sentences with past tense verbs.  Students then use the list of past tense verbs and scan the text to underline the past tense verbs.  
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today long ago 
present past 

is was 
have had 
trade traded 



Lesson 8- Use the present and past tense verb match as a before reading task, in order to draw student attention to verbs in the text.   In partners, 
students first read and translate present tense verb cards (cut from this document) into home language or acting out to ensure meaning.  Generate 
oral sentences as a class.  Then following a model, partners receive the past tense cards and match them to present tense form.   Draw attention to 
the ‘ed’ ending of many of the verbs and their pronunciation, as well as the fact that some verbs have a different word in the past. Generate oral 
sentences with past tense verbs.  Students then use the list of past tense verbs and scan the text to underline the past tense verbs.  
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need needed 
live lived 

travel traveled 
carry carried 
want wanted 

 



Week 4 After Reading Extension- The following adjectives are in this week’s text.  Remind students that adjectives are words that describe people, 
places, and things.   Explain that ‘synonym’ is a word that means the same thing.   Following a model, partners match the adjective with its synonym.   
Then following a model, assign each pair of partners one adjective/ synonym to connect to the text and generate a sentence.   For example for 
‘abundant’ a sentence might be Salt was abundant in the Sahara Desert.  
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valuable important 
abundant a lot, plenty 

scarce a little, rare 
difficult hard, not easy 

dangerous unsafe 
 



Week 4 After Reading Extension- The following adjectives are in this week’s text.  Remind students that adjectives are words that describe people, 
places, and things.   Explain that ‘synonym’ is a word that means the same thing.   Following a model, partners match the adjective with its synonym.   
Then following a model, assign each pair of partners one adjective/ synonym to connect to the text and generate a sentence.   For example for 
‘abundant’ a sentence might be Salt was abundant in the Sahara Desert.  
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*Use one set of title cards below for each pair of partners 
 

adjective from text 
synonym 
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Week 2/3 True-False:  Partners read sentences about the text.  Then sort strips into two groups- true and false.   
Review as a class.  When students share false sentences, ask them to change a word to make the sentence 
true.  Ask students to point to the picture or sentence in the text that proves sentences to be to true.  
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true 

false 
 



Week 2/3 True-False:  Partners read sentences about the text.  Then sort strips into two groups- true and false.   
Review as a class.  When students share false sentences, ask them to change a word to make the sentence 
true.  Ask students to point to the picture or sentence in the text that proves sentences to be to true.  
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Salt is a natural resource in West 
Africa. 
Gold is a natural resource from 
the ocean.  
Today, salt and gold have equal 
value.  
 



Week 2/3 True-False:  Partners read sentences about the text.  Then sort strips into two groups- true and false.   
Review as a class.  When students share false sentences, ask them to change a word to make the sentence 
true.  Ask students to point to the picture or sentence in the text that proves sentences to be to true.  
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Long ago, salt and gold had 
equal value.   
Gold and salt can come from 
mines under the ground.   
People need gold to survive. 
Long ago, the Tuareg people 
carried salt by train.  



Week 2/3 True-False:  Partners read sentences about the text.  Then sort strips into two groups- true and false.   
Review as a class.  When students share false sentences, ask them to change a word to make the sentence 
true.  Ask students to point to the picture or sentence in the text that proves sentences to be to true.  
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The Tuareg traveled in camel 
caravans for protection.  
The Tuareg ancestors lived in the 
desert for many years, so the 
Tuareg people have 
adaptations to survive in the 
desert. 



Week 2/3 True-False:  Partners read sentences about the text.  Then sort strips into two groups- true and false.   
Review as a class.  When students share false sentences, ask them to change a word to make the sentence 
true.  Ask students to point to the picture or sentence in the text that proves sentences to be to true.  
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Some trade routes followed 
rivers, and other trade routes 
crossed deserts.    
 
Some maps show trade routes. 
  

 



Directions:  Cut and match the word to the definition and picture. Make a sentence with your partner, using the word.  
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transport carry across 

translate say in another language 

trans-Sahara across the desert 

transform change shape 
trans-Atlantic across the ocean 



Directions:  Cut and match the word to the definition and picture. Make a sentence with your partner, using the word.  
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http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e0/Taking_bananas_to_market%2C_Mount_Kenya_region.jpg 



Directions:  Cut and match the word to the definition and picture. Make a sentence with your partner, using the word.  
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http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b2/COLLECTIE_TROPENMUSEUM_Kamelenkaravaan_in_de_woestijn_TMnr_60056149.jpg 



Directions:  Cut and match the word to the definition and picture. Make a sentence with your partner, using the word.  
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http://americanhistoryrules.com/divisionandreunion/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/slavesmiddlepassage.jpg 



Directions:  Cut and match the word to the definition and picture. Make a sentence with your partner, using the word.  
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 http://www.edplace.com/userfiles/image/butterfly%20life%20cycle.jpg 



Directions:  Cut and match the word to the definition and picture. Make a sentence with your partner, using the word.  
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http://www.mc.vanderbilt.edu/root/sitebuilder/mcweb/images/interpreterservices/Interpreters.jpg 
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Name:_____________________  Class:________________  Date:______________ 
 

Verbs  
 

Today 

Now 

Nowadays 

These days 

In the present  

Long Ago 

A long time ago 

Many years ago 

Throughout history 

In ancient history 

In the past 

is was 

have had 

trade traded 

need needed 

want wanted 

live lived 

travel traveled 

carry carried 

 
Directions:    Choose the correct verb to complete the sentence.  

 

is - was 

1.   Today, salt __________ abundant in stores.  

2.   Long ago, salt _________ scarce in many places in the world. 

 

have - had 

3.   A long time ago, markets ________ goods from only one region. 

4.   Now, stores _____________ goods from many places in the world. 
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need-needed 

5.  Today, all people _______ salt for a healthy body.  

6.  In history, all people __________ salt too.   

 

want-wanted 

7.   Throughout history, people _________ gold because it is valuable. 

8.   These days, people in many cultures _________ gold too.   

 

trade-traded 

9.    In the present, people ________ goods from different parts of the 

world. 

10.  In the past, people __________resources from their environment.   

 

live-lived 

11.    Today, many Tuareg _________ in the Sahara Desert.  This is the 

land of their ancestors. 

12.    A long time ago, Tuareg ____________ in the Sahara Desert too.  

 

travel-traveled 

13.  Long ago, people  _____________ in the desert only on camels.  

14.  Nowadays, people ____________ in the desert using different kinds 

of transportation. 

 

carry-carried 

15.   Today, trucks and airplanes ________ goods across the world. 

16.   In ancient history, only people and animals ___________ goods.  
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Name:_____________________  Class:________________  Date:______________ 
 

Cloze 
Causes of the Salt and Gold Trade 

 
region Trans-Saharan carried mines 

robbers ethnic group resources caravan 

protection goods diverse routes 

 
West Africa and North Africa are two areas or ___________ 

of the African continent.     These regions are very ____________ 

because the land is different and many different groups of 

people live here.    The Tuareg and Malinke are examples of 

the different _________________________ in Africa.    

Long ago, groups of people traveled long distances to 

trade.   Different groups, from different regions, had different 

things or ___________ to trade.    The Tuareg ___________salt on 

camels. The people of West Africa had gold.  Both salt and 

gold come from __________.  Both were very important 

__________ long ago and today.    

The trade of salt and gold was called the ______________ 

trade because it crossed the Sahara Desert.   Maps show the 

different trade _________ that traders traveled.      The Tuareg 

traveled in camel ___________, with many camels together.    

The desert was dangerous, but the caravans gave traders 

___________ from ________________.    
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Name:_____________________  Class:________________  Date:______________ 
 

Cloze 
Causes of the Salt and Gold Trade 

 
trade resources abundant scarce 

dangerous routes caravan transportation 

 
 

1.  I give you something. You give me something.   This is  ________.  

 

2.  Water is _____________ in the desert.  

 

3.  Gold is ________________ in West Africa. 

 

4.  Gold, salt, water, and sun are natural _______________.  

 

5.  Traveling in the desert is ___________________, or not safe.  

 

6.  People use camels for _________________ in the desert.  

 

7.  You can see trade ___________ on a map.  

 

8.  A _____________ is many camels traveling together.  

 

 



Directions:  Cut and match the antonyms.  
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Antonyms- Words with opposite meanings 

difficult easy 

dangerous safe 

scarce abundant 

equal unequal 



Directions:  Cut and match the antonyms.  
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valuable invaluable 

protect rob 

survive die 

buy sell 
 


